
Microspeedy kit



To place an order, ask for a sample, 
request a  quote or arrange a demo 
please call 01457 819400. 
email info@robert-scott.co.uk. 
or visit robert-scott.co.uk.

A quick response flat mopping system perfect for multi-site 
mobilisations of contracts.
The Microspeedy kit is a professional 
complete flat mopping system which enables 
easier, faster and more effective cleaning, 
especially in high traffic environments where 
surfaces need to be cleaned and dried 
quickly. 

It is designed to be used with our highly 
effective and easily fitted 40cm microfibre 
flat mop pads, which uses the minimum 
amount of water for fast drying, and doesn’t 
need chemicals for excellent cleaning results.

The plastic break-frame mop head ensures 
easy fitting and removal of mop pad, and 
comes flagged in the four hygiene colours 
plus grey. The kit comes complete with 
lightweight colour-coded aluminium handle 
and the wheeled 20L Speedy mop bucket, a 
combination bucket and wringer with a built-
in water divider for better hygiene.

Key features & benefits

• Microfibre - attracts and holds dirt for     
  effective cleaning.
• Fast - efficient wringer removes most of the  
   water for quicker drying.
• Hygienic - colour coded flagged mop head  
   for use in different areas.
• Safer - Speedy mop bucket has ‘wet floor’  
   graphics on two sides.

Washing instructions

Do not use fabric conditioner.

40º

User instructions 
The mop is most effective when damp - it 
is not used saturated with water like a 
conventional mop. This results in quicker 
drying and safer floors with minimum 
disruption to the cleaning area. 

1. Break the frame with your foot.  
2. Dip mop into clean water section of   
 internal water divider and wring to   
 remove excess water.
3. Apply the damp mop to floor and press  
 down on the frame with handle.  
4. After mopping dip into clean water, wring  
     into dirty water and repeat mopping. 

Related products 
Speedy bucket & wringer. Abbey handle. 
Microspeedy break-frame. Wetfloor sign.

Code Product Colours Case Qty

101284 Microspeedy kit 1x1

 

Microfibre 
Cleaning

Use damp  
or dry

No chemicals 
required


